Alignment as the Sensorimotor Basis of the Evolution of Conversation

Abstract. Recent considerations on the nature of language recognize conversation as the central unit of analysis. Some approaches give a definition of conversation as parallel with that of cooperative action, with conversational success taking place when individuals converge to achieve a common goal. The present challenge of psycholinguistic is identifying the cognitive mechanisms underlying the process of convergence in conversation. Among these, interactional alignment, i.e. accommodation at many levels in dialogue, has received growing attention.

In this paper, I will propose that, when it comes to the evolutionary issue, alignment might be considered a good candidate to account for some early strategies used by individuals keen to communicate in the absence of a full-fledged code. The focus on mechanisms of low-level alignment paves the way for a sensorimotor and protoconversational account of language evolution.
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From Monologue to Conversation

Conversation is the cradle of language. Making such a claim does not entail facing any particular objections or controversies: that face-to-face conversation represents the most natural, basic and universal setting for language use is widely recognized (see Clark, 1996). It is how conversation works and what kind of psychological mechanisms implies that are at issue
in the literature. Traditionally, two diametrically opposed approaches are in place. On the one hand, many scholars from different lines of investigation inspired by the social sciences have considered language use as an entirely social process autonomous from the individual minds (e.g. Fishman, 1971). On the other hand, in several disciplines within the cognitive sciences, conversation has been tackled as an individual process involving a speaker and a listener that act as autonomous agents dealing with the production and reception of sentences in speech (e.g. Pickering et al., 2001).

If the former paradigm has completely reduced language to a cultural practice independent from the biology of individuals, it should be pointed out that the latter approach – within which I move – has traditionally considered language as an “internalist” matter. The “internalist” conception of language goes hand in hand with the idea that its minimum unit of analysis is the sentence. The centrality of the sentence relates with the prevailing model of the mind assumed by the cognitive scientists, i.e. the computational and modularist account by Fodor (1975, 1983), that, in turn, binds to the reference model of language, i.e. the Chomskyan Universal Grammar (e.g. Chomsky, 1995). As such models explain the construction of language meaning in terms of syntactic combination of mental symbols to process propositional structures – a procedure entirely guided by domain-specific systems having access only to strict linguistic content and independent from other cognitive domains –, the sentence is the core unit of language. This perspective affects the way of considering conversation: since meaning is the product of the atomic elements of the sentence, conversation is the result of a concatenation of sentences. In other words, conversation is the sum of two autonomous activities – encoding and decoding of strings of symbols – that do not involve a relation to context and social dynamics (except in marginal circumstances, negligible for a strict theory of language) (Cappelen & Lepore, 2005).

Despite its popularity resulting from the fact that it represents the most solid and empirically founded account of a certain conception of language (for a discussion, see Ferretti et al., 2018), the classical syntax-centric account appears to be an implausible model of conversation. To support this claim are theoretical and experimental considerations stressing that language use goes beyond the analysis of sentence constituent structure (e.g. Clark, 1996; Cosentino et al., 2013; Marini et al., 2014). Face-to-face conversation seems to be a deeply social activity implying the elaboration of several elements of the extra-linguistic context as conversation unfolds (e.g. Kim, 2014; van Berkum et al., 2008). Further, the success of conversation appears to be strictly tied to speaker’s ability to adjust expressions on the recipient’s point of view. In this regard, it has been emphasized that conversation requires
the elaboration of situation models of the whole conversational context (Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998), i.e., a mental representation of the main aspects of the situation. A conception of this kind implies a very different perspective compared to the context-free syntactic rules brought into play by the traditional account.

From these considerations follows that the “internalist” conception of language offered by the classical cognitive sciences has to be revised in order to provide a comprehensive account of language that includes conversation. Against the background of the second-generation cognitive sciences, conversation can be studied as the result of both individual and social aspects. Such an approach may provide profitable implications for a theory of language functioning and evolution. The first move in this direction is changing perspective on what is meant by language.

**Conversation as Joint Action**

Starting from the assumption that conversation implies more than the encoding and decoding of sentences, some scholars (e.g. de Ruiter et al., 2010; Noordzij et al., 2010) have focused on the interactional aspect underlying communication by isolating it from the linguistic system. The aim was to investigate the strategies employed to converge on meaning without sharing a common code. The Tacit Communication Game (TCG) used to this end required participants to engage in a dialogic coordination task trying to realize a goal configuration using shapes on a grid. The results interestingly showed that the difficulty of the communication problem weighed equitably on both the sender and the receiver and that success was affected by feedback from receiver to sender. This data suggests that the functional context structures conversational interaction, by driving joint decisions. Further, it was observed a cerebral overlap of brain activity in the sender and in the listener during the planning of the communicative action by the former and the recognition of that action by the latter. The result is consistent with an fMRI study by Stephens and colleagues (2010) including participants engaged in attending to the speech generated by a speaker. They found that the speaker’s and the listeners’ brain activity were coupled both at the spatial and temporal level. Interestingly, some areas in the listener’s brain were activated before they were in the speaker’s, suggesting forms of anticipatory processing necessary for coordination. Overall, these findings corroborate the idea that the nature of conversation has to be investigated looking at the actions performed by individuals who interact in various use-contexts to build portions of meaning.
(Holtgraves, 2001). To this extent, conversation can be interpreted as a form of joint action, in which people act together to achieve a common goal (Clark, 1996, 2002).

A similar redefinition of the nature of language in relation to its interactive dimension lies within the unique paradigm alternative to the Chomskyan model: the ostensive-inferential model of communication (OIMC) or relevance theory (Sperber & Wilson, 1986/1995). The OIMC establishes a shift from the study of language in abstract terms to the investigation of language in interaction. According to the model, corroborated by solid cognitive data, the thesis of a decontextualized language is unfounded since language is always constrained by its use and involves pragmatic non-linguistic phenomena necessary to recover what is communicated from what is said (Carston, 2002). Specifically, this recovery is oriented by the speaker’s meaning, i.e. the communicative intention aimed to achieve a certain effect on the hearer’s mind, and the listener’s recognition of that intention. In this view, the entire communication process is a collaborative practice grounded on the interlaced work of speaker’s recipient design – the tailoring of messages for specific addressees – and listener’s intention recognition. This conception centered on a definition of language in terms of use matches with the idea that the social-cognitive infrastructure underlying engagement with other minds – a mindreading system – represents a major crux in the investigation of language processing as well as its origins and evolution (e.g. Dunbar, 1998; Origgi & Sperber, 2000; Scott-Phillips, 2014; Tomasello, 2008). In fact, the focus on the role of mindreading as a precondition for the phylogenetic development of language is at the heart of much current work (e.g. Scott-Phillips, 2014; Origgi & Sperber, 2000). Before considering this issue within the evolutionary framework, I intend to focus on specific mechanisms involved in the pragmatic foundation of language. Such mechanisms are at the root of mindreading abilities and are specifically involved in the most central feature of all joint actions, namely coordination, the mutual process by which interlocutors build a common ground to converge on meaning (Gambi & Pickering, 2011).

Alignment in Conversation

Recent investigations define conversation as an interpersonal synergy (Fusaroli et al., 2014) constrained by low-level coordinative mechanisms – that is to say, forms of coordination are a pre-requisite for the collaborative
dimension of conversation to emerge and work (Levinson, 2006). Coordination in conversation may concern convergence on both content – the shared goal to achieve – and processes – the psychological systems recruited in the joint action (Guardiola & Bertrand, 2013).

The most systematic theory providing a unified account of several aspects of coordinative phenomena in conversation has been developed by Pickering and Garrod (2004). According to their interactive-alignment theory, conversation is guided by the alignment of linguistic behaviors between interactants. Notwithstanding a symmetry between linguistic sequences is not always observed in conversation, Pickering and Garrod highlight that when a convergence of language structures at multiple levels – i.e., phonetic, syntactic, semantic and so on – is automatically established, this increases and facilitates interaction (Fusaroli & Tylén, 2012). The notion of alignment represents a powerful process able to account for the effortless character of conversational interaction: the underlying mechanism is, in fact, that of structural priming that works within the speaker’s production system and the hearer’s comprehension system (Pickering & Ferreira, 2008). How does it function? Structural priming implies the mutual entrainment of individuals’ representational states via a progressive synchronization of linguistic sequences: alignment at any level will spread to higher levels leading ultimately to the alignment of situation models, i.e., the conceptual models built to catch the main aspects of a contextual situation. In other words, individuals prime each other at many linguistic levels and, because of a sort of ripple effect, they achieve a common comprehension of the situation under discussion. The theoretical assumption of the interactive-alignment model is that speaker and listener share the same representations, namely they are guided by a representational parity between production and comprehension. This assumption has been widely confirmed by neuroimaging investigations (e.g. Menenti et al., 2011; Stephens et al., 2010) that highlight a neural basis of alignment of mental states during production and comprehension processes.

Explaining conversation in terms of imitation-like alignment of linguistic structures is a way to propose a mechanistic model of language interaction based on “simple” mechanisms that enable an unconscious and rapid comprehension process between interlocutors. To this extent, the interactive-alignment account provides a plausible hypothesis alternative to the classical cognitivist theory of language centered on an autonomous information transfer account of monologue. The focus on low-level mechanisms makes the mechanistic account of conversation a refined model that could be
useful also in an evolutionary perspective. The next paragraph deals with the implications of this model for the issue of the origins and evolution of language.

**The Evolutionary Issue: What the Mechanistic Model Explains and What It Does Not**

Over the last few years, some approaches to the evolution of language have acknowledged conversation, considered in a broad sense in terms of a medium of social interaction, as the phylogenetically primary form of language behavior (Wacewicz et al., 2017). Depending on the starting framework, the nature of conversation in the first stages of language evolution has been framed in connection to behaviors such as grooming (Dunbar, 1996; MacNeilage, 2008) or intra-group cooperative dynamics (Gärdenfors, 2003).

On account of its attention towards basic mechanisms able to explain complex conversational processes by observing a principle of cognitive parsimony, the mechanistic model of conversation has been recently used to illuminate the evolutionary debate. Specifically, Pickering and Garrod (2017) have put forward the idea that interactive alignment can be considered a powerful means of developing an evolutionary motivated account of how language changes and is transmitted. The hypothesis is that alignment might have guided automatic transmission during usage through a routinization process. As the authors highlight, in fact, conversational interaction is very repetitive and seems to enable routines, namely stored representations in Jackendoff’s (2002) terms: linguistic information that is stored as a lexical representation mapping between phonological, syntactic and conceptual aspects. Pickering and Garrod suggest that, if long-term routines become aligned in a population, group alignment may occur leading to systematic routinization across the community. In this regard, automatic community alignment can be viewed as a mechanism for driving language change.

Although the proposal appears fascinating, it is my contention that it has two important shortcomings: the first regards some concerns raised about the cognitive plausibility of the mechanistic account as a model of conversational processing that, in turn, have important consequences on the evolutionary plane; the second limit relates to the question of what the interactive-alignment model can explain and what it cannot from the specific evolutionary point of view.

As for the first limitation, some criticisms have been moved to the mechanistic theory as a comprehensive model of language functioning.
Within a certain tradition, the increase of investigations in structural priming has made it the prevailing mechanism of accounting for the processes involved in conversation. However, the assumption of a progressive automatic alignment toward systematic synchronization of each other’s linguistic sequences is controversial: observations on interactive alignment show that it may not be automatic and that it is context-sensitive depending on factors like group identity and affiliation (see van Baaren et al., 2009). From this point of view, considering alignment in rigid terms as proposed by Pickering and Garrod (2004) does not entirely account for the success of conversation (Fusaroli et al., 2014). In addition, and more interestingly, the interactive-alignment model appears unable to explain the actual collaborative nature of conversation as it states. In fact, the exclusive reference to an automatic priming mechanism for explaining the entire process of convergence toward a final coordination of situation models seems not to catch the collaborative enterprise realized by interactants to modulate and keep track of each other’s intentions. If communication is a joint practice oriented by the speaker’s recipient design and listener’s intention recognition where interlocutors should coordinate on high-level behaviors such as establishing common ground and achieving the goal of the conversation, structural priming implying the mutual accommodation of mental states via an automatic alignment of linguistic structures appears to be an insufficient mechanism. What seems to be missing is a level of analysis explaining how one can move from linguistic alignment to convergence at the level of conceptual models. In fact, it is very controversial claiming that from accommodation in linguistic representations follows accommodation of situation models. As stated by the OIMC, linguistic utterances provide just indirect hints of speaker’s situation model; the listener uses linguistic information to reconstruct that model starting from the evidence (Branigan, 2004). Consistent with this idea, it has been showed that alignment at any linguistic level may occur along with disaligned or misaligned situation models between individuals both in typical and clinical populations (Ferreira et al., 2008; Garrod & Clark, 1993; Stewart et al., 2008). To this extent, automatic mechanisms involved in the possibility that some linguistic structure are selected by speaker and hearer in conversation is not a sufficient condition for the intentional and conceptual alignment that Pickering and Garrod (2004) intend to explain (Schiller & de Ruiter, 2004).

This concern looks particularly important from an evolutionary perspective and opens the way to the second question suggested above about what the interactive-alignment model can and what it cannot explain as for the topic of language evolution. As discussed above, Pickering and Garrod
(2017) refer to a mechanism of group alignment to explain how language can change in conversation through a routinization process. Despite the fact that the reference to a mechanism of this kind looks suitable in an evolutionary perspective, it may account for some restricted aspects of language evolution, namely for the automatic and rapid transmission of certain linguistic structures during language use when conversation is already linguistically organized. From this point of view, the interactive-alignment model takes place against a background of several theories of language evolution that focus attention almost completely on the analysis of strictly linguistic components (e.g. Christiansen & Chater, 2008; Christiansen & Kirby, 2003; Fitch, 2010). As a result, the model turns out to present the same limitation of those theories: that of falling into the fallacy of taking for granted from the beginning something that must be explained (Tomasello, 2008). In fact, from an evolutionary point of view, considering the rise of human communication starting from a symbolic code means assuming a preexisting form of communication which is merely encoded (Chiera, 2016). This result is even paradoxical if we consider that the interactive-alignment model arises precisely to construct a conception of language based on its foundation that is identified in the more general ability to process joint actions. However, focusing on the convergence of linguistic structures as a sufficient mechanism for the comprehension process, the interactive-alignment model has no explanation for the pragmatic link between the complementary actions constantly negotiated by speaker and hearer to converge on the intentional level. An explanation of such a link is crucial for a theory of language origins and evolution since at the beginning, when codes were not yet full-formed, just pragmatic abilities of convergence on a representation of common ground – a representation of other’s actions and intentions alongside one’s own – might have helped interactants to keep alive the early forms of communicative interaction (Origgi & Sperber, 2000).

Starting from these considerations, it is my claim that language evolution has to be analyzed in regard to broader capacities that are in charge of the ability to establish a common ground with the interlocutor. This pragmatic perspective on language evolution can be profitably combined with a protoconversational hypothesis, namely with the idea that the pragmatic processes involved in the construction of a shared conceptual space characterize the early stages of language evolution in terms of a dynamic exchange, situated within a jointly determined – and constantly evolving – action context interactively negotiated (Chiera, 2016). What abilities were involved in this scenario? Alignment may be considered an effective means in evolutionary key as a low-level mechanism that could have fostered
linguistic communication. However, because of the criticisms outlined above, in my perspective the focus on alignment is related to aspects other than those discussed by Pickering and Garrod (2004, 2017). A cognitive architecture for coordination of interactions in protoconversation should comprise a set of mechanisms underlying mutual understanding between interlocutors at both a lower level, i.e. bodily actions, and a higher level, i.e. intentions and situation models (Knoblich et al., 2011). My hypothesis is that the low-level bodily aspects – the roots of mindreading abilities – might have structured protoconversation before linguistic conversation.

**Low-Level Alignment in Protoconversation**

In conversation, coordination concerns both high-level and low-level aspects: if the higher-level relates to the coordination of meaning at the representational plane, the lower-level consists in nonverbal synchronization of behaviors, i.e, postures, bodily movements, facial expressions (Latif et al., 2014). This lower level of coordination, in turn, can involve convergence of aspects related to form and timing: in Wacewicz et al. (2017) we referred to the former in terms of mimicry and to the latter in terms of synchrony. Whereas mimicry concerns the form of coordinated behavioral patterns mutually adopted by interactants, synchrony refers to the timing of individual actions in a collaborative context, e.g. turn-taking behaviors.

In the present paper, I focus on the mimicry mechanisms as particularly interesting in evolutionary key. In fact, a promising way of identifying the roots of language is to explore the hypothesis that low-level forms of coordination might have represented an evolutionary basis for the cooperative dimension of language by guiding the construction of higher levels, namely the representational and intentional ones. Such a hypothesis dovetails with an approach to conversation as an interactive activity requiring joint-construction in terms of bodily mimicry more than linguistic convergence (Guardiola & Bertrand, 2013). According to this approach, reciprocal behavioral and physiological mimicry (Chartrand & Bargh, 1999; Dijksterhuis & Bargh, 2001) consisting in the involuntary adjustment of the form of one’s movements to that of the interlocutor is part of the comprehension process. In this regard, individuals engaged in conversation have been observed to unconsciously and spontaneously make their expressions, gestures, body posture and gaze patterns more similar over time (Dijksterhuis & Bargh, 2001; Richardson & Dale, 2005). Interestingly, low-level coordination correlates with mutual understanding and has been hypothesized to embody the goals of the joint
activity (Shockley et al., 2009). Thus, rather than representing a secondary aspect, these forms of basic alignment appear to be significant for the success of conversation. An important role is that of facilitating focused interaction by emphasizing the processes the speaker employs to mark her discourse and the sustained attention of the interactants (see Wacewicz et al., 2017). To this extent, low-level coordinative processes might provide a cooperative foundation in face-to-face conversation. In this regard, the literature suggests that coordination at the level of mimicry affects the degree of cooperation between interlocutors. Shockley et al. (2003) reported that bodily alignment in conversation promotes cognitive coordination thus leading the success of cooperative communication. Similarly, Richardson et al. (2007), measuring the bodily attunement of individuals solving a cooperative “puzzle task”, found that eye movement coordination is sensitive to cognitive factors: the gaze patterns of the participants were more coupled when they had listened to the same background information than when they had not. These considerations suggest that reciprocal context-sensitive alignment may play a crucial role in the processing of ordinary conversation.

The focus on low-level coordination looks even more interesting in an evolutionary perspective since it might represent the foundation of the progressive emergence of cooperative communication. In the attempt to identify the prerequisites of cooperative communication within a comparative perspective, some have observed that many nonhuman animals display coordinative behaviors similar to those discussed above. If mimicry in a broad sense has been showed to belong to a wide range of animals, e.g. flocking birds, schooling fish and dolphins (de Waal, 2009), interestingly complex forms of mimicry, including affect coordination, are displayed by both monkeys and nonhuman apes. These species are able to follow the gaze direction of their conspecifics and to progressively adjust their attention when the latter re-orient their body posture (Kaminski et al., 2004), to be distressed by the distress of a conspecific and attempt to eliminate his pain (Preston & de Waal, 2002) and to engage in contagious laugh-like vocalizations (Provine, 2000).

My main idea is that the cooperative nature of human language rests on a scaffolding of similar non-representational mechanisms, which in the human evolutionary history might have progressively led to convergence on the higher level (Wacewicz et al., 2017). In fact, although automatic and unconscious these low-level mechanisms provide some hints about the other’s mental states. This assumption is consistent with the pragmatic perspective adopted by the OIMC. Sperber and Origgi (2010) have suggested that it is plausible to conceive the early stages of communication as characterized
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by a fragmentary and ambiguous code to be interpreted by means of the ability to attribute mental states to others. I agree that at the origin the code played a little role and that the ability to make predictions of the speaker’s meaning was the crucial point. However, unlike Sperber and Origgi account in which a great attention is given to sophisticated abilities of mindreading requiring high-level cognitive skills, my proposal is that the construction of a shared mental space involved in building joint communicative actions may be ascribable to low-level sensorimotor mechanisms. This idea is more consistent with the evolutionary conception and with the data documenting that unconscious, rapid and automatic behavioral coordination may facilitate predictive strategies and then comprehension (Knoblich & Jordan, 2003). Within the second-generation cognitive sciences, a neurocognitive paradigm assuming the principles of evolutionary theory as points of reference provides convincing hypotheses on the nature of the abilities we identified as crucial for the emergence of conversation: the embodied theories of mind, which claim that supposedly high processes are grounded in low sensory, motor and emotional processes (e.g. Barsalou, 1999; Kemmerer, 2010; Gallese & Lakoff, 2005).

A Sensorimotor Hypothesis of Language Evolution

The central tenet of the embodied perspective is that cognition is strictly anchored to experience taking place in a real-world environment (Wilson, 2002). Since cognitive processes are mainly designed to guide actions in this environment, the mechanisms of perception and action have a primacy in the explanation of even sophisticated abilities. The shift of paradigm promoted by embodied cognition has deeply influenced theories of language functioning, leading to the idea that language processing is founded on the multimodal simulation of perceptions, actions and emotions (e.g. Barsalou, 1999; Pecher & Zwaan, 2005). Such an idea has important implications for the issue of language origins and evolution as well. The focus on sensorimotor mechanisms as the roots of linguistic phenomena paves the way to a truly Darwinian perspective centered on the idea that language can be reframed in terms of a constituent contribution provided by low processes intrinsically linked to the domain of action (see Ferretti et al., 2018). Although the notion of perception-action has been used in different ways to account for several aspects, for what we are concerned here this notion is relevant to language origin and evolution for a main reason: the perception-action link might have been exploited by language in the context of protoconversational interactions
providing a mechanism for reading other’s intentions on the basis of the understanding of their actions (Blakemore & Decety, 2001). This claim, at the heart of the motor theory of social cognition, emphasizes a pragmatic approach to language evolution which is in line with the proposal of this paper.

The main hypothesis in the present article is, in fact, that low-level coordinative phenomena taking place unconsciously and automatically, i.e. mimicry, might have facilitated protoconversational interactions promoting coordination in the early stages of communication. Specifically, low-level mechanisms of mimicry might have played a crucial role in orienting processes of pragmatic alignment that allowed the coordination of what speaker meant and what the addressee understood him to mean in the context of a fragmentary sharing of code. The embodied perspective can account for similar dynamics. According to the motor account of social cognition, in fact, perception-action systems can serve a self-other matching function (e.g. Gallese, 2009) leading to the shaping of social interactions. Neurocognitive literature has provided strong evidence in support of these intersubjective bases of embodied cognition (e.g. Galantucci & Sebanz, 2009), showing that the capacity to understand other people’s intentions is grounded on the observation of their actions (Ramenzoni et al., 2008; Richardson & Dale, 2005). The underlying assumption is that representing a perceived action activates a representation of the motor intention which would convey the social and communicative intention as well (Gallese, 2006; Iacoboni et al., 2005). In this perspective, building joint activities involves representing other’s actions alongside one’s own (Buccino et al., 2004) on the basis of a common vocabulary of actions and representations (Rizzolatti & Luppino, 2001). From this idea follows an important notion for the issue of language evolution, namely the notion of prediction. If the speaker can represent other people’s actions alongside her own through an internal simulation of the observed action in her own motor system, this simulation can be used to formulate predictions about the other’s behaviors by computing “forward models” (Wilson & Knoblich, 2005). The neuroscientific literature on joint actions shows that the use of other-generated actions to drive such predictions allows immediate comprehension (Blakemore & Decety, 2001; Buccino et al., 2004).

Overall, these considerations about the role of the perception-action link as a plausible basis of the coordinative processes involved in the construction of joint actions provide a key to interpret the early stages of communicative interactions. The mindreading abilities brought into play by Sperber and Origgi (2010) as necessary for a structured linguistic communication to
develop can be reframed against the background of the embodied conception in terms of more basic sensorimotor capacities. The motor account of social cognition offers indications to state that mirroring other people’s actions is a way to directly comprehend the intentions of the actor who performed them (Goldman, 2006). To this extent, the sensorimotor system would represent the key to pragmatics and, in an evolutionary perspective, embodiment might have had a crucial role in meaning-making processes within the context of social action (Gilissen, 2005; Tettamanti et al., 2005). A similar hypothesis allows us to give a prominent role to mechanisms of bodily alignment realized by sensorimotor processes that might have represented a basis fostering successive forms of cooperation necessary for the construction of the conversational plane.

Conclusions

The purpose of the present paper was offering a hypothesis about the sensorimotor foundation of language functioning and evolution. Starting from the assumption that language use can be profitably defined in terms of a case of joint action, I focused on the specific role of a set of bodily mechanisms involved in the coordination of interactions, i.e. alignment. My claim was that a perception-action link underlying forms of pragmatic alignment might have served as a basis for prediction of others’ actions that, in turn, might have fostered higher levels of alignment, i.e. intentional and conceptual levels, necessary for comprehension and for a shared code to develop. This hypothesis is consistent with the idea that low-level sensorimotor processes might have characterized the early forms of language use in protoconversational terms.
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